A full solution for your wetstock management needs

- Wetstock Control
- Legislation & Compliance
- Operations
- Logistics
- Environmental & Risk Management
Enhance Profitability; Reduce Risk
Offering unrivalled levels of flexibility, uptime and enhanced security; Insite360 maximises business profitability by identifying and reducing variance in your network. Insite360 can be tailored to suit your needs or available as a self-service solution.

Control Wetstock
Monitor Dispenser Meters
- Monitor and reduce over-dispensing
- Ensure compliance by monitoring under-dispensing

Accurate Delivery
- Receive short delivery notifications
- Effectively manage reconciliation
- Trend and analyse all wetstock delivery data

Theft Detection
- Real-time theft detection

Prevent Leaks & Reduce Environmental Risk
Rapid Leak Detection
- Detect leaks with real-time fuel variance and leak test data
- Avoid costly clean-ups, third party damage claims and fines

Alarm Monitoring & Management
- Real-time notification from environmental and other alarms
- Individual fuel dispenser analysis

Optimise Operations
Logistics
- Collect real-time tank inventory data on demand
- Plan deliveries for optimal site inventory

Preventative Maintenance
- Preventative maintenance and remote diagnostics increase uptime

Are you losing fuel?
- Delivery shortages
- Temperature changes
- Meter over-dispensing
- Theft
- Line & Tank Leak
- Evaporation
Insite360 Connectivity

The Insite360 infrastructure provides scalable architecture for local, regional and global application:
- Fixed or wireless communications provide flexibility
- Flexible solution that can be tailored to meet your specific business needs
- Add sites or services as your business needs change

Customise to Suit Your Needs

Insite360 is available as a fully managed or self-service package. The managed service provides you with a team of expert consultants who analyse, manage and optimise the performance of your wet stock via:
- Real-time monitoring of your site all day, every day
- Expert consultants review site data, identify loss, liaise with regulatory authorities, provide incident management and ensure regulatory compliance

Managed
- Access to portal and standard reports/alarms
- Expert Consultants managing your network
- Fuel Loss Analysis incl. Meter drift
- Alarm Escalation (Management & Resolution)
- Offsite Calibration

Self Service
- Access to portal and standard reports/alarms
- Alarm Notifications
Based on the analysis of data from 2013

- 0.5% the fuel volume shrinkage for every 4 °C drop in storage temperature for petrol (6 °C for diesel)

13,800 litres improvement in variance due to accurate tank calibration (per site)

13,200 litres the fuel you could be giving away annually through meter variance for an average service station

7% the alarms that required on-site investigation. The remaining were intelligently dealt with by our wetstock consultants remotely